
$camon $cotland, 7 November 2022 

 

‘Explosive’ Scottish Salmon Exposed via FOI from SEPA 

  

- Toxic gases spewing from Bakkafrost (The Scottish Salmon Company) feed barge off 

Portree in “explosive range” reported Marine Masters in September 2022 

- Salvage operation by Briggs Marine suspended in August due to dangerous levels of 

Hydrogen Sulphide gases at 55,000 ppm (the “lower explosion limit” is 43,000 ppm) 

-  ‘Exclusion zone’ & guard patrol in place off Skye since August with a ‘Notice to 

Mariners’ but no warning issued to the general public  

- Fire Brigade, Police & NHS notified due to risk of explosion and threat to public safety 

- FOI disclosure by Maritime & Coastguard Agency reports that the salvage operation (by 

Marine Masters) is expected to be completed “during November 2022” 
 

A Freedom of Information disclosure by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (4 

November 2022) has lifted the lid on the “explosive” nature of the sunken feed barge off Portree 

on the Isle of Skye.  Campaigners are calling for the ‘time-bomb’ of Scottish salmon farming to 

be closed down as a matter of urgency.    

 

SEPA told $camon $cotland via F0194491 (4 November 2022): 

 

 

 
 

The Scottish Salmon Company (Bakkafrost) emailed SEPA – and other parties including HM 

Coastguard, the Crown Estate, Highland Council, Briggs Environmental, the Maritime & 
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Coastguard Agency, the Northern Lighthouse Board and the Scottish Government – on 5 August 

2022 to report leaking gas (Hydrogen Sulphide) with an ‘exclusion zone’ in place, a ‘Notice to 

Mariners’ and reference to the ‘2020 Emergency Response Guidebook’:  

 

 
 

A follow up email from The Scottish Salmon Company (Bakkafrost) dated 12 August 2022 

reported “high levels of H2S within one of the sealed silos (55,000 ppm) and low levels on the 

site (2 ppm)”: 

 

 
 

A document authored by Marine Masters in the Netherlands (who are understood to have taken 

over the salvage/venting operation from Briggs Marine on 26 August 2022) was circulated by 

The Scottish Salmon Company (Bakkafrost) on 6 September 2022 to SEPA – and other parties 

now also including Police Scotland and NHS Highland.  The 15-page document disclosed by 

SEPA detailed how the Hydrogen Sulphide gas trapped inside the salmon feed barge off Portree 

would be purged:  
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“There was concern over the possibility of an uncontrolled release of the pent up gases and oils 

or structural harm to the barge as cracks were identified by the emission of the gases,” stated the 

report by Marine Masters in the Netherlands.  “During the relief of the gas and oils from the silos 

it became apparent that the gases were toxic in composition with Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) and 

Methane (CH4) detected.  During diving operations, a gas sample was collected directly from the 

sunken barge itself, and analysed by a Marine Chemist which provided the results of the 

presence of H2S in concentrations of 55,000 ppm which puts the gas into explosive range”.   
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A FOI disclosure by the Maritime & Coastguard Agency (1 November 2022) reported that “it is 

expected that the barge will be lifted to the surface during November 2022”: 
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“Scottish salmon is an unexploded time-bomb ready to go off at any moment,” said Don 

Staniford, Director of $camon $cotland (who was first to break the news of the toxic gas leak in 

late August 2022 following a tip-off from a whistleblower).  “Toxic gases, mass mortalities, 

infectious diseases, lice infestations and rising community resistance across the Highlands and 

Islands will blow salmon farming in Scotland out of the water.  How long will the public tolerate 

an industry which spews dangerous gases as well as spewing fake news about the safety and 

sustainability of ‘healthy’ Scottish salmon?  The Scottish Government must shut down toxic 

salmon farming as a matter of urgency.” 
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Read more via: 

Toxic Salmon Barge Salvaged This Month Off Portree (as revealed by FOI disclosure by the 

Maritime & Coastguard Agency) 

500m exclusion zone near Portree Harbour in Skye as barge gives of rotten eggs smell 

P&J: "Exclusion zone set up around Skye barge giving off rotten eggs smell" 

"Experts tackle lethal gas leaking from sunken feed barge" (Fish Farming Expert) 

BBC News: "'Rotten egg' gas leaking from fish feed barge wreck - 500m exclusion zone placed 

near Portree on Skye"  

Toxic Gasses Spew From The Scottish Salmon Company (Bakkafrost Scotland) Off Portree 
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SEPA FOI Disclosure (4 November 2022) re. Toxic Gases Spewing from The Scottish 

Salmon Company/Bakkafrost’s Feed Barge Off Portree (Isle of Skye) 

 

From: Access to Information Enquiries <foi@sepa.org.uk> 

Date: Fri, Nov 4, 2022 at 4:56 PM 

Subject: SEPA Access to Information Request – Response – F0194491 

To: salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com> 

Cc: Access to Information Enquiries <foi@sepa.org.uk> 

 

OFFICIAL 

 

Dear Don  

 

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION – RESPONSE 

 

Please see the attached response to your request F014491. Please quote this in any future contact 

with us about your request. 

 

Your rights  

 

If you are not satisfied you have the right to request a Formal Review from SEPA at 

foi@sepa.org.uk. Guidance on your rights and how to ask for a review is on the Scottish 

Information Commissioner’s website.  

http://itspublicknowledge.info/YourRights/Askingforareview.aspx   

 

Karen Leask 

 

Access to Information  

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) 
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Document #1:   

 

 
 



 

 

 

 



Document #2: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 



 

Document #3: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Document #4: 
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The 15-page document includes: 
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Download the 15-page document in full online here  

 

 

Document #5: 
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Read more via: 

 

Toxic Salmon Barge Salvaged This Month Off Portree (as revealed by FOI disclosure by the 

Maritime & Coastguard Agency) 

Potentially toxic gas leaks from sunken salmon feed barge near Scottish coast 

500m exclusion zone near Portree Harbour in Skye as barge gives of rotten eggs smell 

Experts tackle gas discovered in sunken feed barge 

Toxic gases halt salvage of sunken Bakkafrost salmon feed barge off Scottish coast  

P&J: "Exclusion zone set up around Skye barge giving off rotten eggs smell" 

"Experts tackle lethal gas leaking from sunken feed barge" (Fish Farming Expert) 

BBC News: "'Rotten egg' gas leaking from fish feed barge wreck - 500m exclusion zone placed 

near Portree on Skye"  

Toxic Gasses Spew From The Scottish Salmon Company (Bakkafrost Scotland) Off Portree 
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APPENDIX: FOI review request from $camon $cotland (4 November 2022) 

 

From: Don Staniford salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com  

Date: Fri, Nov 4, 2022 at 6:20 PM 

Subject: Formal review request of F0194491 by $camon $cotland 

To: AccesstoInformation foi@sepa.org.uk 

 

Please consider this a formal request for a review of F0194491 which was replied to by SEPA 

earlier this afternoon (4 November 2022). 

 

Suffice to say that SEPA has not disclosed all the information requested.  Please provide ALL 

information relating to the sinking and salvage of the feed barge off Portree.   

 

For example, SEPA's FOI response refers to an email dated 27 November 2021 from The 

Scottish Salmon Company re. the sinking of the barge. 

 

SEPA's FOI response then states: 

 

 
 

However, the summary above does not detail ANY emails, letters or any specific information 

relating to the 'multi-agency group' set up on 30 November 2021.   

 

Nor does SEPA provide any information whatsoever relating to how the "fuel and oil from the 

barge were safely removed by December 2021" or information relating to how it "posed no 

further risk to the local water environment".  Where are those documents? 

 

Finally, SEPA's FOI response states that "SEPA continued to work with partners to ensure that 

the waste feed within the barge was recovered or disposed of in accordance with waste 

management legislation".  However, SEPA's FOI response fails to provide any documentation as 

requested in $camon $cotland's FOI request of 29 August 2022.   

 

SEPA's failure to disclose all documents means that Email 1 (the first document disclosed by 

SEPA) has no context since it states that "as you are aware, from our ongoing correspondence" 

and "as previously advised".  
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$camon $cotland would therefore like to be made fully aware of the full context prior to 5 

August 2022 and requests that SEPA disclose ALL information relating to the sinking and 

salvage of the feed barge off Portree since it was notified on 27 November 2021. 

 

Please provide a receipt for this FOI review request. 

 

Please provide the information requested electronically. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Don Staniford 

 

Director, $camon $cotland  

 

 

 


